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A DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

The Shamans of Rock & Roll
The Real Magic Behind the Music
A DOCUMENTARY FEATURE

LOGLINE
Our greatest rock & roll stars were like shamans to their
tribe. The Shamans of Rock & Roll explores the shamanic
influences in the lives and music of Bob Dylan, Jimi Hendrix,
David Bowie, and John Lennon. Each of these artists
underwent some heavy initiations that gave them the power
to transform rock & roll into a potent magical experience.
SYNOPSIS
Rising from the cauldron of the turbulent 1960’s – with its
societal upheavals and escalating war in Vietnam – came
the music that would transform a generation. Millions of
fans tuned in and were turned on by rock & roll. And, like
shamans from our distant past, our rock & roll superstars
journeyed to magical realms and brought a message of truth
back to their tribe - inspiring their audience to wake up and
change the world.
By creating a compelling musical and visual landscape
interspersed with interviews from today’s top artists and
shamanic content experts - this fi lm goes beyond the
usual rockumentaries by revealing the mystical
underpinnings and experiences in the lives of Bob Dylan,
Jimi Hendrix, David Bowie, and John Lennon. From the
alienation and hard times of their youth through their
initiations into shamanhood – these rock & rollers
transformed themselves and ultimately communicated
what they’d discovered to all who would listen.
Today, with our climate of increasing social and political
dissatisfaction, people are again hungry for some truth.
Inspired by our rock & roll shamans - perhaps we can all
re-discover this truth, heal ourselves, and bring positive
change to the world at large.
Visit us online at: www.shamansofrock.com

TEAM
John Perkins
Executive Producer
John is a bestselling author and leading
expert on indigenous cultures and
shamanism. His books on economics
and geo-politics have sold more than 1
million copies and are published in over
30 languages. He was awarded the
Lennon Ono Grant for Peace in 2012.
Visit www.johnperkins.org
Patrice Hall
Producer/Writer
Patrice is a storyteller with a degree from
The Wharton School at the University of
Pennsylvania. A lifelong interest in selfexploration has led her to sample myriad
spiritual approaches - discovering that all
of them have at their foundation
elements of shamanism.
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